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Abstract—In this investigation, the two-dimensional
dynamic analyses of the wing airfoil of a swing-wing micro air
vehicle (MAV) were carried under restrained pitching and
flapping oscillations, which varied in the 10-degree oscillation
range and the 0.1-10 reduced frequency range. The flow was in
a laminar flow with a Reynolds number of 1100. The objective
of this simulation was to study the flow behavior in the
dynamic motions in a dynamic stall regime. Similar studies on
the dynamic stall regime with low Reynolds numbers have not
resulted in a particular numerical solution and have separately
studied the parameters influencing the numerical solution. The
most critical dynamic motions that require utmost precision in
numerical analyses were reviewed and validated in this
research. The results of the numerical research analyses were
compared to the experimental results obtained with a water
tunnel.
Keywords— micro air vehicle, flapping, pitching, dynamic
stall, hysteresis
I.

INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which use for different
purposes such as detection [1], and discovery [2], are among
the most military equipment which commonly used by state
armies. The lack of need for human pilots in these vehicles
along with their size, weight, and low cost has increased the
reliability of these vehicles as compared to other alternatives.
Recently, UAVs are widely used and are classified into the
military and nonmilitary categories by application [3]. Some of
the military areas of application of UAVs include espionage
and suicidal operations, and the increased reduction in the size
of these vehicles is aimed at conducting intelligence operations
and attaining military group goals. In addition to the mentioned
military uses, these vehicles offer numerous capabilities in the
sea, space and on land. Some of these applications include
forestry, environmental protection, examination of petroleum
and gas lines, etc. Nowadays, unmanned air vehicles are
available in different forms and vary by weight and size. These
vehicles are grouped into the unmanned air vehicle (UAV) and
complex air vehicle (CAV) categories.
The first inclusive research on MAVs was conducted in
1993 by the RAND institute [4]. Later on, extensive research

was carried out on micro air vehicles by various researchers
[5]. Today, studies and activities are focused on the
construction of MAVs smaller than 15cm for detection and
rescue purposes [6]. These air vehicles are small in size and fly
slowly [7]. MAVs are grouped into the categories of fixedwing MAVs, rotary-wing MAVs, VTOL (vertical take-off and
landing) micro air vehicles, and the so-called ornithopters.
Currently, the design of most ornithopters is inspired by bird
and insect anatomies [8]. The first functional ornithopter was
built in 1870 in France. The Gustav Tropez flew about 70
meters in an exhibition held by the Académie des Sciences.
The wings moved with the activation of the Bourdon tube by
gunpowder. In 1871, Jobert et al. [9,10] used rubber bands to
enable a small ornithopter to fly. Research on ornithopters has
indicated that they are less common than fixed- and rotarywing MAVs mainly because of their aerodynamic complexity.
Hence, fewer studies have been conducted on fixed- and
rotary-wing air vehicles [11]. Most micro air vehicle
development works are focused on insect models. In spite of
the challenges associated with the imitation of the complicated
unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms of flapping wings with low
Reynolds numbers, insects are considered valuable models in
the design of MAVs due to advantages such as their small sizes
and power-to-weight ratios. Ornithopter MAVs are generally
classified into the NAV, PAV, and MAV groups. The design of
MAV, PAV (Pico Air Vehicle), and NAV (Nano Air Vehicle)
ornithopters are inspired by birds, insects, and bird-like insects,
respectively. In the construction of ornithopter MAVs, shape
memory alloys, piezoelectric materials and smart materials are
used as flapping stimuli especially in the products of the NAV
and PAV categories depending on weight. These materials are
also commonly used in PAV micro air vehicles which aren’t
allow to be used in electric motors. Since bigger birds are
unable to move their wings back and forth, they spread their
wings downward along the strike direction. They bend their
wings along the upward strike to reduce the drag. In general,
bending is more highlighted during slow forward flying than
rapid forward flying. This state of suspension in the
asymmetric space is called the “bird strike” [12,13]. To avoid
large drag forces and negative lift forces, these birds bend their
wings upward along the strike direction by moving the primary
feathers to allow for the inflow of air. Therefore, the dynamic
motions of bird wings include simultaneous pitching (rotary
movements) and plunging (upward and downward movements)
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that together form the flapping function. These motions induce
thrusting along the movement direction using the flow
properties in the dynamic stall regime. The effects of the
unsteadiness of flow were for the first time observed through
the rapid variation of the attack angle of an airfoil by Kramer
[14]. Following his preliminary research, the dynamic stall
phenomenon attracted little attention due to the limited
precision of the data collection equipment of the time until
extensive research was conducted on the adverse effects of the
dynamic stall in 1960 [15,16]. This attention was the result of
the abrupt deviation of the pitching moment from the static
state, the resulting constraints on the flight coverage of air
vehicles, and the need for selection of materials for helicopter
propellers. Dynamic stall has also been observed in the
propellers of wind turbines [17, 19]. This phenomenon limits
the performance of turbines and results in the structural fatigue
of the propellers [20]. The result of these consequences is the
increase in the overhaul and maintenance costs. In the wind
turbine propellers, the dynamic stall is mainly the result of the
unsteady inflow, abrupt winds, and rapid wind direction
variations [21, 22]. In fixed-wing air vehicles, the flow of a
large volume of flow perpendicular to the wing may cause the
dynamic stall on the wing during the flight and irritate the
occupants. One of the motives for the research on dynamic stall
is the interest in omitting or reducing the damaging effects of
this phenomenon [23-29]. However, it must be stated that this
phenomenon is not always destructive and studies have been
carried out on the utilization and control of this phenomenon in
increasing the lift. This area of application is mainly considered
in studying the flying behavior of insects and birds. Birds,
insects, and fish generally move by flapping [30, 31]. Studies
of birds suggest that the wing surface and its apparent ratio
(AR) [32] are smaller than the body, which accounts for their
steady flight [33]. Hence, the insects and birds utilize dynamic
stall and increase the unsteady lift to remain suspended during
the flight [34]. The need for increasing the maneuverability of
aircraft has attracted the attention of researchers to airfoil
pitching oscillations at large attack angles [35-37]. Moreover,
the use of micro air vehicles for the military purposes and
filming hard-to-reach places has been the motive of many
researchers for studying and understanding the unsteady
aerodynamics of dynamic stall and for increasing the lift force.
In spite of all of the recent attempts and progress in
understanding the separation of unsteady flows, the dynamic
stall phenomenon is one of the major unsolved aerodynamic
problems. Hence, a more precise understanding of flow
separation is required for utilizing flows. On the other hand, it
is impossible to carry out these examinations experimentally in
a wind tunnel because of its high expenses and the numerical
solution that gives a more precise understanding of flow
separation is still unknown. Therefore, this study was an
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attempt to assess and validate numerical methods in the fluent
commercial software.
In this research, a three-dimensional mesh was created
using the square element method. Then, A C-type mesh was
made, and the solution range covered a length 20 times the
airfoil mid-chord in the flow upstream to a distance 30 times
the airfoil mid-chord in the flow downstream. It also covered a
diameter 20 times greater than the airfoil mid-chord in the
upward and downward directions. The most straightforward
and most practical method for the numerical simulation of a
viscous flow involves the Navier–Stokes equations. The threedimensional and incompressible Navier–Stokes equations were
used in this research. Moreover, a computation method based
on the control volume was used to solve the applicable
equations.
II.

THE NATURE UNSTEADY FLOW ON A PITCHING AIRFOIL

For a more precise aerodynamic examination of a pitching
model, a pitching airfoil is analyzed in this section. The results
of this analysis, which are presented in the following, reflect
the aerodynamic complexity of this airfoil. During the pitching
of an airfoil (which occurs around one-quarter of its midchord), if the pitching occurs at the angles near the static stall,
the lift hysteresis ring and pitching moment will be as shown in
Figure. 2. Analyses of unsteady flows and phenomenon
occurring during oscillations clarify the nature of flow on
lambda wings. During pitching, when the attack angle of the
oscillation model is larger than the stall attack angle in the
static state (point a), first the reversal of flow in the boundary
layer occurs and large eddies form in the boundary layer. As
the attack angle grows, an eddy forms near the leading edge.
The formation of the latter eddy increases the lift slope, which
corresponds to point b. Meanwhile, the pitching moment stalls
and the leading-edge eddy grows in size with an increase in the
attack angle and moves toward the airfoil trailing edge until the
dynamic lift factor is maximized and the airfoil stall begins.
The result is the most harmful pitching moment. Following the
full stall, as the attack angle decreases, the boundary layer is
attached from the front of the airfoil to the rear and the surface
of the airfoil (part d of the figure). When the flow connects to
the surface, it returns to the static state.
The control of the dynamic stall eddy on the upper surface,
which is aimed to delay its reattachment to the upper surface,
increases the lift and transfers the dynamic stall angle for a
long time during the pitching cycle to large attack angles [38].
The increase in the lift and delay of the dynamic stall attack
angle depend on numerous parameters such as the oscillation
range and frequency, flow regime, and Reynolds number [39,
40].
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The first step in the numerical simulation of flow in a field
(especially in the presence of viscous flows) is meshing the
field and converting it from a continuum into a discrete space
for the application of numerical methods. It was tried to
generate several 18000- to 91000-element meshes before the
calculations and to numerically solve the problem under the
conditions described in the following to select the optimum
mesh for the subsequent analyses. To examine the effect of
independence from the mesh, the number of nodes was
increased as long as the drag coefficient remained unchanged
and with the minimum difference from the experimental drag
coefficient. Finally, a 43000-element mesh was used, and 20
rows of boundary layer elements were used on the airfoil. The
first element height was 0.5mm. The mesh geometry is
depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure.2. The computation range of the ornithopter airfoil

Figure.1. the dynamic stall phenomenon on a pitching airfoil [41]

I.

3. Mesh Generation and Numerical Solution Range

A. 3.1 Mesh Generation
In this research, a three-dimensional mesh was created
using the square element method in ANSYS. A C-type mesh
was generated, and the solution range covered a length 20
times the airfoil mid-chord in the flow upstream to a length 30
times the airfoil mid-chord in the flow downstream. It also
covered a distance 20 times the airfoil mid-chord in the upward
and downward directions (Fig. 2). The most straightforward
and most practical method for the numerical simulation of a
viscous flow involves the Navier–Stokes equations. The threedimensional and incompressible Navier–Stokes equations were
used in this research. Moreover, a computation method based
on the control volume was used to solve the applicable
equations.
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Figure.3. The effect of the independence of the solution from the mesh based
on the drag coefficient
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Figure.4. Organized elements around the NACA 0012 airfoil

B. 3.2 Numerical Simulation Method
The flow around the NACA 0012 airfoil was solved under
sea level conditions. The inflow velocity was adjusted to have
a Reynolds number of 1100. The pressure-based solver [42, 43]
was used in the numerical analysis and the flow was solved as
1) 3.2.1 Main Dynamic Stall Parameters
One of the leading causes of the higher difficulty of the
dynamic stall modeling and analysis as compared to static and
steady stall modeling and analysis is the dependence of the
former on several parameters. In the steady static state, the
airfoil geometry, surface roughness, free flow turbulence, the
Reynolds number, and Mach number influence the stall
behavior [44]. However, during the dynamic oscillation of an
airfoil at a constant pitching rate, stall depends on several
parameters such as compressibility, Reynolds number, reduced
oscillation frequency, oscillation axis position, threedimensional flow, wind tunnel wall effects, and airfoil
geometry. In addition, during sinusoidal airfoil oscillations, the
maximum attack angle and the average attack angle are two of
the critical parameters [45]. Numerical analyses have been
carried out at small attack angles and reduced low frequencies,
and given the low complexity of flow, it is possible to carry out
these analyses using the most straightforward models and
numerical algorithms with relatively high precision.
2) 3.2.2 Reduced Frequency
The reduced frequency is used to express the unsteady nature
of flow on airfoils and wings [46]. This parameter is defined as
grows considerably [51, 52]. The present research was centered
on numerical analyses at high reduced frequencies that may
II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 4.1. Aerodynamic Coefficients in the Static State
In our numerical simulations, the NACA 0012 mid-chord
length was 1 meter, the flow density was 1000 kg/m3, and the
flow Reynolds number was 1100. The numerical analysis of
angular airfoil oscillations was carried out in the 3.183-6.3660
frequency range, the 10-20 reduced frequency range, and at the
𝜃 = 𝜃0 sin 2𝜋𝑓 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑜
(2)
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an unsteady flow. The coupling of velocity and pressure
was used along with the second-order spatial discretization.
The no-slip wall was used as the boundary condition for the
airfoil and the boundary condition around the solution field
was far-field pressure. The time step for the unsteady flow
solution was 0.001.
the ratio of the connective timescale ( 𝐶 𝑈 ) to the forced
oscillation timescale (1 𝛼) [47]. For an airfoil with a length of
C, the pitching around one-fourth of the mid-chord at a
constant pitching rate, 𝜔 (rad/s), the reduced frequency is
defined as follows [48].
𝜔𝐶
𝐾=
(1)
2𝑈
When k=0.1, the connective timescale, and oscillation time
scale are of the same order, and the flow is unsteady. Even
when the reduced frequency is as low as 0.05, there is a
considerable difference between the static and dynamic stall
characteristics [53]. According to Leishman, reduced
frequencies higher than 0.05 are more critical because the
unsteady aerodynamics properties can result in significant
fluctuations in the pressure acting on the airfoil or wing surface
and increase the lift force. At reduced frequencies lower than
0.05, the flow functions as a quasi-steady flow [50].
Numerous studies have been conducted to understand the
effects of reduced frequency on the dynamic stall
characteristics of different airfoils, and it has been reported that
with an increase in the reduced frequency, the dynamic stall is
delayed and transferred to larger attack angles. In addition, the
lift
force
generated
by
the
airfoil
cause thrusting and forward movements of air vehicles during
flapping.
5-degree average attack angle. The results of the aerodynamic
coefficients of the problem solution are presented in the
following. The parameters required for solving this problem
are listed in Table.1. Since the average attack angle (=5
degrees) and the frequency are known the real-time attack
angles are obtained using the following relation.
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After obtaining the time values and drag coefficient from
the problem solution, it is possible to produce the attack angle

and thrust coefficient diagrams by time step.

Table.1. The Parameters Required for Solving the Problem in the
Angular Oscillation State

Variable

Value

Time step

0.0015

Reynolds number

1100

Density

1000 kg/m3

Viscosity

0.001

Length

1m

In any case, the thrust coefficient is obtained from the
drag coefficient, and the average thrust is obtained by
averaging the thrust coefficients. However, for any K value
(i.e., the reduced frequency) one thrust coefficient is obtained.
Several examples of the angular oscillation diagrams are
depicted in the following. Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7, and Fig.8
describe the thrust coefficient variations by time for the k=10,
k=14, and k=18 reduced frequencies.

Fig.6. The diagram of thrust coefficient by time in the angular oscillation state
for K=14 and f=4.45

Fig.7. The diagram of thrust coefficient by time in the angular oscillation state
for K=18 and f=5.7

Fig.5. The diagram of thrust coefficient by time in the angular oscillation state
for K=10 and f=3.18

Fig.8. The diagram of thrust coefficient by time in the angular oscillation state
for K=20 and f=6.36
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As it can be seen in Fig.6, Fig.7 and Fig.8, in the angular
oscillation state, if the initial attack angle is invariant and the
frequency is variant, with an increase in K the thrust
coefficients and the thrust oscillation range increase (i.e., move
toward the positive side of the range). The increase in K also
results in an increment in the thrust coefficient oscillations.
In an oscillation period at the -0-attack angle (an attack angle
close to zero), the thrust decreases to the zero-attack angle and
as the attack angle grows, the thrust coefficient increases. As
soon as the stall occurs and the attack angles reduces to the
As soon as the stall occurs, as the attack angle reduces to the
lowest level (a decrease in the negative direction), the lift
escalates and then it decreases following the stall. The nonuniform variations of thrust may be caused by the formation of
eddies transferred from the leading edge to the wing. The eddy
resulted from the separation bubble and its combination with
the trailing edge eddy (that is transferred from beneath the
wing to the wing surface can disrupt the uniform thrust
variations. Thrust increases with an increase in the strength of
this combination. To validate the airfoil thrust coefficient in the
angular oscillation state, the thrust coefficient is obtained using
the drag coefficient in each state, and after averaging the thrust
coefficients, one average thrust is obtained for each reduced
frequency. Fig.9 shows the thrust coefficient of the problem
numerical solution. The airfoil thrust coefficient curve in the
angular oscillation state obtained from Fluent was compared to
the thrust coefficient curve presented in [2] to validate the
results. As seen, there is a slight difference between the results
that reflect the satisfactory consistency of these values. As seen
in Fig.10, as the reduced frequency grows, the thrust
coefficient escalates. The increase in the thrust coefficient is
intensified at reduced frequencies higher than 10.

zero angle, the thrust declines and then increases to reach the
lowest attack angle (i.e., the attack angle decreases along the
negative direction). Following stall point, the thrust decreases
again.
In an oscillation period at the zero-attack angle, if the lift
coefficient is positive, with an increase in the attack angle (an
increase in the attack angle along the positive direction) the lift
declines.
Viscosity
Airfoil mid chord length

0.001
1m

In simulating the dynamic flapping motion, the upward
and downward motions, which constitute plunging, are
modeled using relation (3), and the airfoil pitching motion is
simulated using equation.2.
ℎ = ℎ0 sin 2𝜋𝑓 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑜 + Ψ
(3)
The numerical analysis of the airfoil oscillations in the flapping
state was carried out in the 0.05-0.15 frequency range; the
0.1571-0.471 reduced frequency range, and the -12.5-13.30average attack angle range. The phase difference was 90
degrees and the Strouhal number varied from 0.1 to 3. The
aerodynamic coefficients resulted from solving the problem in
the flapping oscillation state with the 0.001-time step are
shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13. Fig.11 shows the pitching moment
coefficient resulted from airfoil flapping in the F1 state, which
is a combination of angular oscillation and perpendicular
oscillation. The initial time values are omitted (from zero to
1.0) to show the fully periodic oscillations.
Table.3. The Simulation Parameters for Angular and Perpendicular Airfoil
Oscillations

f(Hz)
0/05
0/1
0/15
0/2
0/25
0/3
0/35

h0/c
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

ϴ0(°)
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Ψ0
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

k
0/157
0/314
0/471
0/628
0/785
0/942
1/099

St
0/1
0/2
0/3
0/4
0/5
0/6
0/7

α0(°)
-12/56
2/14
13/30
21/49
27/52
32/05
35/55

Figure.9. Comparing the variations of the thrust coefficients resulted from our
numerical simulation and reference [4]

B. 4.2. Flapping State Results
This simulation was carried out using an unorganized
dynamic mesh in which oscillation was caused by coding in
Fluent. The parameters required for solving the problem in
simulating the flapping oscillation are listed in Table.2.
Table.2. The Parameters Required for Solving the Problem in the
Flapping Oscillation State

Variable
Time step
Reynolds number
Density

Value
0.001
1100
1000 kg/m3
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Figure.10. The lift coefficient in the flapping oscillation state
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hrust at the zero-attack angle is almost zero. As seen, with an
increase in the reduced frequency, the thrust coefficient
oscillation is unsteady. The static stall occurs at the maximum
lift coefficient point. At lower values of reduced frequency, the
dynamic stall occurs when the attack angle exceeds the static
stall attack angle.

Figure.11. The moment coefficient in the flapping oscillation state

As it can be seen in Fig.12, the thrust coefficient in the flapping
oscillation state is varying and the thrust is a forward thrust.

Figure.14. The contours of airfoil oscillation pressure in the flapping state at the
27.52 attack angle

Figure.12. The thrust coefficient in the flapping oscillation state

Fig.13 presents the diagram of the thrust coefficient at the 0.78
reduced coefficient, the 27.5 average attack angle, and the 90degree phase difference with a Strouhal number of 0.5.

The airfoil aerodynamic coefficients were studied as the
reduced frequency remains unchanged and the attack angle
changes 0 -12.56, -5, 5, 10, and 15 degrees. Simulation results
suggest that the thrust coefficient did not change significantly
and in the symmetric attack angle state, the area beneath the
diagram of the counter clockwise area of the hysteresis ring
becomes symmetrical. Investigation results also indicated that
with an increase in the attack angle, the direction of the
hysteresis ring of the thrust coefficient changes from the
clockwise direction to the counterclockwise direction.
However, the clockwise direction of the hysteresis ring of the
drag coefficient remains unchanged.
By comparing the airfoil thrust coefficient in the flapping
oscillation state in the fluent software to the thrust coefficient
in [1], it was found that the result was acceptable and valid.

Figure.13. The diagram of thrust coefficient at a single frequency in the
flapping state with an attack angle of 27.52 degrees

The contours of the static pressure during airfoil
oscillation in the flapping state at the 0.78 reduced frequency
are illustrated in Fig.14. In the flapping oscillation, which is a
combination of angular and perpendicular oscillations, the
increase in the reduced frequency is followed by an increase in
the thrust coefficient by the Strouhal number. The highest
thrust occurs at the lowest and highest attack angles, and the
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Figure.15. The attack angle by time in the flapping oscillation state
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CONCLUSION
The aerodynamic characteristics of a NACA 0012 twodimensional symmetric airfoil in the perpendicular and angular
oscillation states, and the flapping oscillation state, which is a
combination of the angular and perpendicular oscillation states,
were analyzed numerically in Fluent at different angles. To
study the problem, the flow around the airfoil was assumed to
be a viscous unsteady flow, and the aerodynamic coefficients
were obtained in the static and dynamic states. Research results
revealed that with an increase in the reduced frequency, the
average thrust coefficient increases. The slope of the increase
in the thrust coefficient exceeds ten at larger
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